Given a set of n elements separated by a pairwise distance matrix, the minimum differential dispersion problem (Min-Diff DP) aims to identify a subset of m elements (m < n) such that the difference between the maximum sum and the minimum sum of the inter-element distances between any two chosen elements is minimized. We propose an effective iterated local search (denoted by ILS MinDiff) for Min-Diff DP. To ensure an effective exploration and exploitation of the search space, the proposed ILS MinDiff algorithm iterates through three sequential search phases: a fast descent-based neighborhood search phase to find a local optimum from a given starting solution, a local optima exploring phase to visit nearby high-quality solutions around a given local optimum, and a local optima escaping phase to move away from the current search region. Experimental results on six data sets of 190 benchmark instances demonstrate that ILS MinDiff competes favorably with the state-of-the-art algorithms by finding 130 improved best results (new upper bounds).
Introduction
Let N = {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n } be a set of n elements and d ij be the distance between e i and e j according to a given distance metric such that d ij > 0 if i = j and d ij = 0 otherwise. The minimum differential dispersion problem (Min-Diff DP) is to identify a subset S ⊂ N of a given cardinality m (m < n), such that the difference between the maximum sum and the minimum sum of the inter-element distances between any two elements in S is minimized. Formally, Min-Diff DP can be described in the following way.
Let ∆(e v ) be the sum of pairwise distances between an element e v ∈ S and the remaining elements in S, that is:
The objective value f of the solution S is then defined by the following differential dispersion:
Then, Min-Diff DP is to find a subset S * ⊂ N of size m with the minimum differential dispersion, i.e.,
where Ω is the search space including all possible subsets of size m in N, i.e., Ω = {S : S ⊂ N and |S| = m}. The size of Ω is extremely large, up to a maximum number of Min-Diff DP is one of many diversity or dispersion problems [32] which basically aim to find a subset S from a given set of elements, such that a distancebased objective function over the elements in S is maximized or minimized. These problems can be further classified according to two types of objective functions:
• Efficiency-based measures which consider some dispersion quantity for all elements in S. This category mainly includes the maximum diversity problem (MDP) and the max-min diversity problem (MMDP), which respectively maximizes the total sum of the inter-element distances of any two chosen elements and the minimum distance of any two chosen elements.
• Equity-based measures which guarantee equitable dispersion among the selected elements. This category includes three problems: (i) the maximum mean dispersion problem (Max-Mean DP) maximizes the average interelement distance among the chosen elements; (ii) the maximum min-sum dispersion problem (Max-Min-sum DP) maximizes the minimum sum of the inter-element distances between any two chosen elements; (iii) the minimum differential dispersion problem considered in this work. It is worth noting that the cardinality of subset S is fixed except for Max-Mean DP.
In addition to their theoretical significance as NP-hard problems, diversity problems have a variety of real-world applications in facility location [22] , pollution control [8] , maximally diverse/similar group selection (e.g., biological diversity, admission policy formulation, committee formation, curriculum design, market planning) [17, 28, 30] , densest subgraph identification [21] , selection of homogeneous groups [7] , web pages ranking [20, 35] , community mining [34] , and network flow problems [6] .
In this study, we focus on Min-Diff DP, which is known to be strongly NP-hard [32] . Min-Diff DP can be formulated as a 0-1 mixed integer programming problem (MIP) [32] . Thus it can be conveniently solved by MIP solvers like IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimizer (CPLEX). However, being an exact solver, CPLEX is only able to solve instances of small size (up to n = 40 and m = 15), while requiring high CPU times (more than 2500 seconds) [32] . For medium and large instances, heuristic and meta-heuristic algorithms are often preferred to solve the problem approximately. In recent years, several heuristic approaches have been proposed in the literature [32, 13, 30] . In particular, in 2015, based on greedy randomized adaptive search procedure (GRASP), variable neighborhood search (VNS) and exterior path relinking (EPR), Duarte et al. proposed several effective hybrid heuristics [13] . Very recently (2016), Mladenović et al. proposed an improved VNS algorithm which uses the swap neighborhood both in its descent and shaking phases [30] . This new VNS algorithm significantly outperforms the previous best heuristics reported in [13] and is the current best-performing algorithm available in the literature for Min-Diff DP. We will use it as our main reference for the computational studies.
Our literature review showed that, contrary to other diversity problems like MDP and Max-Min DP for which many methods, both exact and heuristic, have been investigated, there are currently only a few studies for Min-Diff DP, in particular in terms of heuristic methods. To fill the gap, we introduce in this work an iterated local search algorithm, denoted as ILS MinDiff, which adopts the general framework of the three-phase search. To efficiently explore the search space, ILS MinDiff iterates through three sequential search phases: a descent-based neighborhood search phase to reach a local optimum from a given starting solution, a local optima exploring phase to discover nearby local optima within a given search region and a local optima escaping phase to displace the search into a new and distant region. Despite its simplicity, ILS MinDiff competes very favorably with the state-of-the-art methods when it was tested on 190 benchmark instances available in the literature. Specifically, ILS MinDiff achieved improved best results (new lower bounds) for 131 out of 190 instances (≈ 69%) and matched the best-known results for 42 instances.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we present a brief literature review on the iterated local search framework and its two recent variants. In Section 3, we describe the general framework and the key components of the proposed algorithm. In Section 4, we present an extensive experimental comparison with state-of-the-art algorithms. A parameter analysis is provided in Section 5, followed by conclusions in Section 6.
2 Related work on applications of iterated local search
As one of the most widely-used meta-heuristic approaches, Iterated local search (ILS) [25] has been successfully applied to solve a variety of combinatorial optimization problems. In spite of its conceptual simplicity, it has led to a number of state-of-the-art results. Figure 1 shows that over the last two decades, there has been an increasing interest in ILS, as witnessed by the number of publications related to ILS.
ILS is an iterated two-phase approach whose key idea is to explore at each iteration the search zones around the last local optimum discovered by a local search procedure. Typically, ILS iteratively alters between two phases: a perturbation phase to modify the current local optimal solution followed by a local search phase to find a new local optimum from the modified solution (Algorithm 1) [25] . Based on the general ILS framework, several variants and extended approaches Algorithm 1 Iterated local search 1: S 0 ← GenerateInitialSolution() 2: S * ← LocalSearch(S 0 ) 3: while a stopping condition is not reached do 4:
S * ← AcceptanceCriterion(S * , S * ′ , history) 7: end while have recently been proposed in the literature, of which two representative examples are breakout local search (BLS) [1, 5] and three-phase search (TPS) [15] . The effectiveness of BLS and TPS have been verified on a variety of hard optimization problems and applications (see examples of Table 1 ). In the following, we present a brief review of these ILS variants. Table 1 A summary of the applications of breakout local search and three-phase search.
Breakout local search
Three-phase search minimum sum coloring problem [1] quadratic minimum spanning tree problem [15] quadratic assignment problem [2] maximally diverse grouping problem [23] maximum clique problem [3] capacitated clustering problem [24] max-cut problem [4] max-k-cut problem [26] vertex separator problem [5] clique partitioning problem [36] Steiner tree problem [14] minimum differential dispersion problem assembly sequence planning problem [16] single-machine total weighted tardiness problem [11] Breakout local search introduced in [1, 5] combines local search with a dedicated and adaptive perturbation mechanism. Its basic idea is to use a descent-based local search procedure to intensify the search in a given search region, and to perform dedicated perturbations to jump into a new promising search region once a local optimum is encountered. BLS is characterized by its adaptive perturbation. At the perturbation phase, BLS attempts to achieve the most suitable degree of diversification by dynamically determining the number of perturbation moves (i.e., the jump magnitude) and by adaptively selecting between several types of pre-defined perturbation operations of different intensities, which is achieved through the use of information from specific memory structures. As summarized in Table 1 , BLS has reported excellent performances for several well-known combinatorial optimization problems. Algorithm 2 describes the general framework of BLS. BLS distinguishes itself from the conventional ILS approach by the following two aspects. First, multiple types of perturbations are used in BLS, which are triggered according to the search states, achieving variable levels of diversification. Second, the local optimal solution returned by the local search procedure is always accepted as the new starting solution in BLS regardless of its quality, which completely eliminates the acceptance criterion component of ILS (Alg. 1, line 6).
Algorithm 2 Breakout local search
while a stopping condition is not reached do 4:
S ← Perturb(L, T, S ′ , history) 8: end while Three-phase search proposed in [15] follows and generalizes the basic ILS scheme. TPS iterates through three distinctive and sequential search phases. The basic idea of TPS is described as follows. Starting from an initial solution, a descent-based neighborhood search procedure is first employed to find a local optimal solution. Then, a local optima exploring phase is triggered with the purpose of discovering nearby local optima of better quality. When the search stagnates in the current search zone, TPS turns into a diversified perturbation phase, which strongly modifies the current solution to jump into a new search region. The process iteratively runs the above three phases until a given stopping condition is met. Compared to BLS, TPS further divides the perturbation phase into a local optima exploring phase (to discover more local optima within a given region) and a diversified perturbation phase (to displace the search to a new and distant search region). TPS has been successfully used to solve several optimization problems, as shown in the right column of Table  1 . The general framework of TPS is outlined in Algorithm 3. Actually, the ILS MinDiff algorithm proposed in this work follows the TPS framework.
Algorithm 3 Three-phase search 1: S ← GenerateInitialSolution() 2: S * ← S 3: while a stopping condition is not reached do 4:
S ← DescentBasedSearch(S) 5:
S ← LocalOptimaExploring(S, history) 6:
S ← DiversifiedPerturb(S, history) 8: end while 3 An iterated local search for Min-Diff DP
General framework
Given a set of elements N = {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n }, any subset set S ⊂ N of m elements is a legal or feasible solution of Min-Diff DP and can be represented by S = {e S(1) , e S(2) , . . . , e S(m) } (1 ≤ S(i) = S(j) ≤ n for all i = j) where S(l) (1 ≤ l ≤ m) is the index of each selected element in S.
Following the three-phase search framework [15] , the proposed ILS MinDiff algorithm is composed of three main components: a descent-based neighborhood search procedure, a local optima exploring procedure and a local optima escaping procedure. Starting from a (good) initial solution provided by an initial solution generation procedure (Section 3.2), ILS MinDiff first employs the descent neighborhood search procedure to quickly attain a local optimal solution (Section 3.3). Then it switches to the local optima exploring procedure which attempts to discover better local optima around the attained local optimum (Section 3.4). Once no improved solution can be found (the search is located in a deep local optimum), ILS MinDiff tries to escape from the current search region and jump to a new region with the help of a strong perturbation operation (Section 3.5). During the search, the best solution encountered is recorded in S b and updated whenever it is needed. ILS MinDiff repeats the above three phases until a stopping condition (in our case, a time limit t max ) is reached (Alg. 4). The composing procedures of ILS MinDiff are presented in the next subsections. S ← descent based neighborhood search(S) / * local search, Section 3.3 * / 7:
S ← local optima exploring(S) / * explore nearby local optima, Section 3.4 * / // update the best solution found so far 8:
S b ← S 10:
end if 11:
S ← local optima escaping(S) / * escape from local optima, Section 3.5 * / 12: end while 13: output(S b )
Initialization
The ILS MinDiff algorithm requires an initial solution to start its search. In general, the initial solution can be generated by any means (e.g., a random procedure or a greedy heuristic). In this work, the search starts from an elite solution of good quality, which is obtained in the following way. From a random solution S ∈ Ω (i.e., any subset of m elements), we apply the descent-based neighborhood search procedure (Section 3.3) to improve S until a local optimum is reached. We repeat the process ten times to obtain ten local optimal solutions among which we select the best one (i.e., having the smallest objective value) as the initial solution. This procedure allows us to obtain an initial solution of relatively high quality. However, for instances with n 3000, this initialization process becomes too time-consuming. Thus the algorithm simply uses a random solution, instead of an elite solution, to start its search.
Descent-based neighborhood search phase
To obtain a local optimum from a given starting solution, a neighborhood search procedure is needed. In our case, we employ a simple and fast descent based neighborhood search() procedure. This search procedure iteratively makes transitions from the incumbent solution to a new neighbor solution according to a given neighborhood relation such that each transition leads necessarily to a better solution. This improvement process runs until no improving neighbor solution is available in the neighborhood, in which case the incumbent solution corresponds to a local optimum with respect to the neighborhood.
Two important issues to consider when designing such a search procedure are the definition of the neighborhood and a technique for a fast evaluation of neighbor solutions. The neighborhood Neighbor explored by the descent based neighborhood search() procedure is based on the swap operation, which was used in previous studies [13, 30] . Given a solution S, we define swap(p, q) as the move that exchanges an element e p ∈ S with an element e q ∈ N \ S. Each swap(p, q) brings about a variation ∆f (S, p, q) in the objective function f . Let S ′ be the neighbor solution obtained by applying swap(p, q) to the solution S, then the objective variation ∆f (S, p, q) (also called the move gain) is given by ∆f (S, p, q) = f (S ′ ) − f (S). Obviously, the size of this swap-based neighborhood is bound by O(m(n − m)).
To evaluate the neighborhood as fast as possible, we adopt a popular incremental evaluation technique [13, 23, 30] to streamline the calculation of ∆f (S, p, q). Once a swap(p, q) move is performed, only the elements related to e p and e q are needed to be considered. Before calculating ∆f (S, p, q) caused by a swap(p, q) move, we first estimate the ∆ value of each element e w in S as follows:
Therefore, with the swap(p, q) operation, the objective value of the resulting neighbor solution S ′ = S \{e p }∪{e q } can be conveniently calculated according to the following formula:
Correspondingly, the move gain of swap(p, q) can be finally computed as:
With the help of this updating strategy, we can calculate ∆f (S, p, q) in O(m) because one only needs to check the m − 1 elements adjacent to the removed element e p in S and the m − 1 elements adjacent to the added element e q in S.
To explore the neighborhood, the descent based neighborhood search() procedure uses the best improvement strategy. In other words, the best improving neighbor solution (with the smallest negative move gain) is selected at each iteration (ties are broken at random). After each solution transition, the search is resumed from the new incumbent solution. When no improving neighbor solution exists in the neighborhood, the incumbent solution is a local optimum. In this case, the descent based neighborhood search() procedure terminates and returns the last solution as its output. Finally, after each swap operation, the ∆ value of each element in S is updated, which is achieved in O(n).
Local optima exploring phase
Obviously, the descent-based neighborhood search phase will quickly fall into a local optimum because it only accepts improving solutions during the search. To intensify the search around the attained local optimum and discover other nearby local optima of higher quality, we introduce the local optima exploring() procedure, which iterates through a moderate perturbation operation and the descent-based neighborhood search procedure (Algorithm 5).
The local optima exploring() procedure starts by modifying slightly the input local optimal solution S with the weak perturb operator(). At each perturbation step, we first generate at random n + 1 neighbor solutions of the incumbent solution and then use the best one among these solutions to replace the incumbent solution. The weak perturb operator() repeats p w times (p w is a parameter called weak perturbation strength), and returns the last perturbed solution which serves as the starting point of the descent-based neighborhood search. It is clear that a small (large) p w leads to a perturbed solution which is close to (far away from) the input solution S. In this work, we set p w = 2, 3.
Starting from the perturbed solution delivered by the weak perturb operator(), Algorithm 5 local optima exploring() procedure 1: Input: a starting solution S and the given search depth nbr max 2: Output: the best solution S * found during the current local optima exploring phase 3: S * ← S / * record the best solution found so far * / 4: nbr ← 0 5: while nbr < nbr max do 6:
S ← weak perturb operator(S) / * perform a weak perturb operation * / 7:
S ← descent based neighborhood search(S) / * attain a local optimum * / // update the best solution found 8:
S * ← S 10:
nbr ← 0 11: else 12:
nbr ← nbr + 1 13:
end if 14: end while 15: output(S * ) the descent based neighborhood search() procedure is run to attain a new local optimum, which becomes the incumbent solution of next iteration of the current local optima exploring phase. The best local optimum S * found during the local optima exploring phase is updated each time a new local optimum better than the recorded S * is encountered. The local optima exploring() procedure terminates when the recorded best local optimum S * cannot be updated for nbr max consecutive iterations (nbr max is a parameter called search depth), indicating that the region around the initial input solution S is exhausted and the search needs to move into a more distant region, which is the purpose of the local optima escaping procedure described in the next section.
Local optima escaping phase
To move away from the best local optimum S * found by local optima exploring(), we call for the local optima escaping() procedure which applies a strong perturbation mechanism. Specifically, the local optima escaping() procedure takes S * as its input, and then randomly performs p s swap operations. p s , called strong perturbation strength, is defined by p s = α × n/m, where α ∈ [1.0, 2.0) is a parameter called strong perturbation coefficient. Since the objective variations are not considered during the perturbation operations, the perturbed solution may be greatly different from the input local optimum. This is particularly true with large p s value (e.g., p s > 10), which definitively helps the search to jump into a distant search region.
Computational experiments
This section is dedicated to a performance assessment of the ILS MinDiff algorithm. For this purpose, we carry out an extensive experimental comparison between the proposed algorithm and the best-performing and the most recent VNS MinDiff algorithm [30] on six data sets of 190 benchmark instances.
Benchmark instances

MDPLIB
1 proposes a comprehensive set of instances which are widely used for testing algorithms for solving diversity and dispersion problems. By excluding the small and easy instances, the remaining 190 benchmark instances tested in this work include the following three types and are classified into six data sets:
This data set includes 20 test instances whose sizes range from (n, m) = (100, 10) to (n, m) = (500, 200). The instances of this set were created with a generator developed by Silva et al. [33] .
• GKD (GKD-b and GKD-c): These two data sets include 70 test instances whose sizes range from (n, m) = (25, 2) to (n, m) = (500, 50). The distance matrices are built by calculating the Euclidean distance between each pair of randomly generated points from the square [0, 10] × [0, 10]. These instances were introduced by Glover et al. [18] and generated by Duarte and Martí [12] , and Martí et al. [27] .
• MDG (MDG-a, MDG-b and MDG-c): The whole data set is composed of 100 test instances whose sizes range from (n, m) = (500, 50) to (n, m) = (3000, 600). The distance matrices in these instances are generated by selecting real numbers between 0 and 10 from an uniform distribution. These instances have been widely used in, e.g., Duarte and Martí [12] , Palubeckis [31] , and Martí et al. [28] .
Experimental settings
The ILS MinDiff algorithm was implemented in C++ and compiled using g++ compiler with the '-O2' flag. All experiments were carried out on an Intel Xeon E5440 processor with 2.83 GHz and 2 GB RAM under Linux operating system. Without using any compiler flag, running the well-known DIMACS machine benchmark procedure dfmax.c 2 on our machine requires respectively 0.44, 2.63 and 9.85 seconds to solve the benchmark graphs r300.5, r400.5 and r500.5. Given its stochastic nature, ILS MinDiff was independently executed, like [13, 30] , forty times with different random seeds on each test instance. Each run stops if the running time reaches the cut-off time limit (t max ). Following the literature [13, 30] , we set the time limit t max to n, where n is the number of elements in the considered test instance. To run the ILS MinDiff algorithm, there are three parameters to be determined, including search depth nbr max , weak perturbation strength p w in the local optima exploring phase and strong perturbation coefficient α in the local optima escaping phase. These parameters were fixed according to the experimental analysis of Section 5: nbr max = 5 for instances of all six data sets; p w = 3 for instances with n < 500 or n = 500, n/m < 10, and p w = 2 for the remaining instances; α = 1.0 for all instances. A detailed description of the parameter settings is provided in Table  2 . It would be possible that fine tuning these parameters would lead to better results. As we show below, with the adopted parameter settings, ILS MinDiff already performs very well relative to the state-of-the-art results.
Comparison with the state-of-the-art algorithms
As indicated in the introduction, three main approaches have been recently proposed in the literature to solve Min-Diff DP, including mixed integer programming (MIP) in 2009 [32] , greedy randomized adaptive search procedure with exterior path relinking (GRASP EPR) in 2015 [13] and variable neighborhood search (VNS MinDiff) in 2016 [30] . It was shown in [30] that the latest VNS MinDiff algorithm performs the best by updating the best-known solutions for 170 out of 190 benchmark instances which were previously established by GRASP EPR of [13] while the exact MIP approach can only be applied to solve instances of small sizes (up to n = 40 and m = 15). Consequently, we adopt VNS MinDiff as the reference algorithm to assess the performance of the proposed ILS MinDiff algorithm. Detailed computational results of VNS MinDiff were extracted from http://www.mi.sanu.ac.rs/~nenad/mddp/. VNS MinDiff was coded in C++ and run on a computer with an Intel Core i7 2600 3.4 GHz CPU and 16 GB of RAM. Each instance was solved forty times with the time limit t max = n per run. As explained below, the computer used to run VNS MinDiff is roughly 1.2 times faster than our computer. So the stopping condition t max = n used by the two compared algorithms is more favorable for the reference VNS MinDiff algorithm than for our ILS MinDiff algorithm.
Given that the compared algorithms was executed on different platforms with different configurations, it seems difficult to strictly compare the runtimes. Therefore, we use solution quality as the main criterion for our comparative studies. Nevertheless, we also report the CPU times consumed by the compared algorithms, which can still provide some useful indications about the computational efficiency of each algorithm. To make a meaningful comparison of the runtimes, we convert the CPU times reported for the reference algorithm with a scaling factor of 1.2 based on the frequencies of the two processors (3.4/2.83 ≈ 1.2), like previous studies [9, 29] . This linear conversion is based on the assumption that the CPU speed is approximately linearly proportional to the CPU frequency. Since the computing time of each algorithm is not only influenced by the frequency, but also by some other factors [19] , the timing information was provided only for indicative purposes.
The comparative results of the proposed ILS MinDiff algorithm and the reference VNS MinDiff algorithm are presented in Tables 3-8 . In these tables, column 1 gives the name of each instance (Instance), columns 2-5 and columns 6-9 respectively report the best objective value (f best ) obtained during forty runs, the average objective value (f avg ), the worst objective value (f worst ) and the corresponding average CPU time consumed (t avg ). For ILS MinDiff, we also report the standard deviation (σ), while this information is not available for the VNS MinDiff algorithm. The last column indicates the difference ∆f best between the best solution values found by ILS MinDiff and VNS MinDiff (a negative value indicates an improved result). The best values among the results of these two algorithms are highlighted in bold. Note that the average CPU times of VNS MinDiff are scaled with the multiplication factor of 1.2 as explained previously. At the last two rows of each table, we also indicate the average value of each comparison indicator as well as the number of instances for which an algorithm shows a better performance compared to the other algorithm. An inapplicable entry was marked by "−".
To analyze the experimental results, we resort to the well-known two-tailed sign test [10] to check the significant difference on each comparison indicator between the compared algorithms. The two-tailed sign test is a popular technique to compare the overall performances of algorithms by counting the number of instances for which an algorithm is the overall winner. When two algorithms are compared, the corresponding null-hypothesis is that two algorithms are equivalent. = 32 when the number of instances in each data set is X = 20, X = 40, and X = 50. This means that algorithm A is significantly better than algorithm B if A wins at least CV X 0.05 instances for a data set of X instances. Table 8 on the 20 instances of data set MDG-c shows that the ILS MinDiff algorithm obtains a new best solution for all 20 instances except for MDGc 18 n3000 m600. In terms of the best solution value, ILS MinDiff is significantly better than the reference algorithm, i.e., 19 > CV 20 0.05 = 15. Compared with VNS MinDiff, we also observe that ILS MinDiff achieves a competitive performance in terms of the average solution value and the worst solution value, and respectively wins 11 and 9 out of 20 instances. VNS MinDiff has a better performance on the last 9 out of 10 instances in terms of the average solution value and the worst solution value, but consumes much more time than ILS MinDiff 3 . Finally, to verify if ILS MinDiff can improve its results on these 9 instances, we ran ILS MinDiff with a relaxed time limit of 3000 × 1.2 = 3600 seconds, which corresponds to the time limit of VNS MinDiff. ILS MinDiff actually achieved better results than VNS MinDiff not only in terms of the best solution value, the average solution value as well the worst solution value. For example, the best, average, worst solutions of ILS MinDiff for MDG-c 11 n3000 m500 are respectively improved to 10295.00, 11123.25 and 12214.00, and the average CPU time is 3237.36 seconds. Similarly, we also achieved better results for MDG-c 12 n3000 m500, i.e., f best = 9909.00, f avg = 10894.98, f worst = 12328.00 and t avg = 3132.11.
Finally, Table 9 summarizes the performances of the proposed ILS MinDiff algorithm against the reference VNS MinDiff algorithm on all 190 benchmark instances. The significant differences are marked in bold. From this table, we can make the following observations:
• ILS MinDiff is highly competitive compared to the state-of-the-art results, and respectively wining 152.5, 154, 128 and 120.5 out of 190 instances in terms of the best solution value, the average solution value, the worst solution value and the average CPU time. • ILS MinDiff is significantly better than the current best-performing algorithm ( Table 9 A summary of win statistics between the proposed ILS MinDiff algorithm (left part of each column) and the reference VNS MinDiff algorithm (right part of each column) on all six data sets.
Effect of the search depth nbr max
To investigate the effect of the search depth nbr max on the performance of ILS MinDiff, we first fixed the weak perturbation strength p w to 3 and the strong perturbation coefficient α to 1.0, i.e., p s = 1.0 × n/m, and then varied nbr max from 1.0 to 10.0 with a step size of 1. Figure 2 shows the behavior of the ILS MinDiff algorithm with nbr max varying from 1.0 to 10.0, where the X-axis indicates the values of nbr max while Y-axis shows the best/average objective value. For MDG-c 20 n3000 m600, the curve shows a large variation and it also decreases when nbr max increases to 5. We also observe that ILS MinDiff obtains a superior best solution value when nbr max is 4 or 5 on all tested instances. This justifies the adopted setting (nbr max = 5) shown in Table 2 .
Effect of the weak perturbation strength p w
To study the effect of the weak perturbation strength p w on the performance of the proposed algorithm, we first fixed the search depth nbr max to 5 according to the outcomes of Section 5.1, and the strong perturbation coefficient α to 1.0, i.e., p s = 1.0 × n/m. Then, we varied the value of p w from 1.0 to 10.0 with a step size of 1. Figure 3 shows the performances of the ILS MinDiff with different values of p w varying from 1.0 to 10.0, where the X-axis and Y-axis respectively shows the weak perturbation strength p w and the best/average objective values. MDG-c_20_n3000_m600 best cost average cost Fig. 3 . Effect of the weak perturbation strength p w on the performance of the ILS MinDiff algorithm Figure 3 indicates that almost for all 9 tested instances, the best performance was attained when p w = 2 or p w = 3. A too large or small p w value gave a poor performance of the ILS MinDiff algorithm. This can be understood given that a small p w value cannot enable the search to jump out of the current local optimum, while a too large value of p w will have an effect similar to a random restart. This justifies the adopted setting for p w shown in Table 2 .
Effect of the strong perturbation coefficient α
The ability of the ILS MinDiff algorithm to escape deep local optima depends on the strong perturbation strength p s = α × n/m. To analyze the influence of the strong perturbation coefficient α on the performance of the algorithm, we fixed the search depth nbr max and the weak perturbation strength p w respectively according to the values determined from Figures 2 and 3 , and varied the strong perturbation coefficient α from 1.0 to 1.9 with a step size of 0.1. Figure  4 As we can see from Figure 4 , the average solution value is not really sensitive to α on almost all tested instances except for MDG-c 20 n3000 m600. To achieve a better average solution value, we roughly set α = 1.0 for all instances.
Conclusions
The minimum differential dispersion problem (Min-Diff DP) is a useful model in a variety of practical applications. However, finding high-quality solutions to large Min-Diff DP instances represents an imposing computational challenge. In this work, we have proposed a highly effective iterated local search algorithm for Min-Diff DP (denoted as ILS MinDiff), which adopts the general three-phase search framework. To ensure a suitable balance between intensification and diversification of the search process, ILS MinDiff runs sequentially and iteratively a fast descent-based neighborhood search phase to locate local optimal solutions, a local optima exploring phase to seek nearby better local optima, and a local optima escaping phase to escape deep attraction basin with strong perturbations.
Extensive computational experiments on six data sets of 190 benchmark instances have demonstrated that despite its simplicity, the proposed algorithm competes very favorably with the state-of-the-art methods in the literature.
In particular, ILS MinDiff is able to find new best results for 131 out of 190 instances (improved upper bounds) and match the best-known results for 42 out of the remaining 59 instances. These improved results can be used as new references for assessing other Min-Diff DP algorithms.
